Scalable Amplified Group Environment (SAGE2™)

A framework enabling participants to access, display and share a variety of data-intensive information, in a variety of resolutions and formats, from multiple sources, on tiled display walls of arbitrary size.

- Digital-cinema animations
- High-resolution images
- High-definition video-teleconferences
- Presentation slides
- Documents
- Spreadsheets
- Laptop screens
Scalable Amplified Group Environment (SAGE2™)

Current web-based collaboration systems, such as Google Hangouts, WebEx, and Skype, primarily enable single users to work with remote collaborators through video conferencing and desktop mirroring.

SAGE2 using cloud-based and web-browser technologies enhances data intensive co-located and remote collaboration.
Users want to juxtapose more than one visualization, not use the entire wall for a single visualization.
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Scalable Amplified Group Environment (SAGE2™)

- cross-platform
- community-driven
- open-source
- using cloud-based and web-browser technologies
- enhances data intensive co-located and remote collaboration
- juxtaposing large volumes of information in ultra high-resolution
- based on SAGE developed in 2004 by EVL
- Adopted at over one hundred international sites
Scalable Amplified Group Environment (SAGE2™)

Upgrading EVL’s 18-screen wall to a single PC
Presenting in CyberCommons using SAGE2

inferno.evl.uic.edu

Bookmark it!

Chrome browser

Install extension to support SAGE2 – Screen capture
SAGE2 Screen Capture

This chrome extension is developed primarily for SAGE2. It captures the content of your screen to stream to SAGE2.

Version: 1.2
Updated: October 24, 2014
Size: 20.56KB
Language: English
SAGE2 Screen Capture

Related

- qSnap: Screen Capture, Screenshot
- Full Page Screen Capture
- Full screen card view for Trello
- Capture Webpage Screenshot Entirely
- Clearly
- Anti-Porn Pro - The best Anti-Porn
- Video AdBlock for Chrome
- Any.do Extension
- HowToSimplified
- uBlock
- Internet Speed Tracker
- Google Tasks (by Google)
The meeting held at this SAGE2 wall is currently locked.
Enter the meeting password:
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Presenting in Cybrcommons using SAGE2's Shared Screen
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